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Because 

in the port-cities they have found everything out and 

Aristotle-like have put everything into categories 
and the unicorn is an ungulate because they say so 

because the fine-print of the unreligious sun says we circle it 

it is not for us but we for it because the moon hit us 

and bounced off instead of was born of our first spin 
because the ninth planet is an invading comet caught 
and because there is no now and there never has been 

because we look upon ourselves in savannas past 

knuckling to water because we see the white lemming's hole 

in the snow smashed down by hooves and hear its pitiful 

chirp of counter-aggression because the avalanche 

indifferently buries the contested world of the snow 

valley because stars die because we believe in facts 

and because the deluge led to the ark because because 

and because we bury our dead and dig up their bones 

because the unsoundness of our judgments lead to sound 

judgment and because facts are facts and we must reckon 

and because the sea is cruel and because time flies 

because the wind blows down our houses and because 

we remember the snow hare and the hawk because 

because the dove is taken in air by the eagle 
and because space is either empty or full of dark matter 

because galaxies hold for a long time their pinwheel-shapes 

because time and space are curved and we can blow ourselves 

and because we blow ourselves up constantly and because 

it makes us wonder because doesn't it mean something 
because we are riding a mud-ball through space because 

we were born here and because we have categories and 
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because we dig up our bones and dogs dig our bones up 

and because we are not even safe in pyramids because 

we dig ourselves up and look upon our own bones 
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